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Abstract

Out of the ongoing debate on what constitutes predatory behavior has

surfaced the idea that it must entail a sacrifice of profits. The notion

;'s that behavi or whi ch sacri fi ces profits must have an ulteri or moti ve,

namely an attempt to induce exit by rivals. This note makes the point

that when incumbents must make choices before the resolution of uncer

tainevents, a policy which sacrifice.s expected profits could have as

an ulterior motive risk reduction. The issues surrounding the identifi

cation of predatory behavior in the presence of uncertainty are discussed

and a definition of predation whlch allows for unteriairity is presented.



Cost based tes ts of predatory behavi or consti-tute an attempt to estab

lish intent to monopolize. The basis of such tests is that a policy choice

of an incumbent which sacrifices profits under the assumption of viability

of rivals l must have an ulterior motive namely rival exit inducement. Prac

tical cost based tests of predation delimit (hopefully) observable conditions

which are sufficient to demonstrate policy choices which are inconsistent

with profit maximization. For one, the Areeda-Turner (AT) test for predatory

pricing is the observation of price below average variable cost, clearly a

non-profitable pursuit from the standpoint of static profit maximization.

Under the pure form of the AT rul~, for the simplest text book case of a

price taker, 'tIe would compare price to marginal cost. More generally, the

ideal test.would compare marginal revenue to marginal cost. The Ordover

Willig (OW) definition of economic predation extends the principle of cost

based tests to more complex settings, including innovation and multiproduct

price choices. ~Je do not here wish to discuss the issue of whether cost

based tests are tantamount to social efficiency tests. We do, however,

maintain (as do OW and AT) that showing intent to monopolize must be a neces

sary condition for the identification of predatory behavior. This note

demonstrates that under conditions of uncertainty profit sacrifice (under

rival viability) can have as an ulterior motive risk reduction (under viability)

so that cost based tests can fail to establish intent. Put differently, when

uncertainty is present, the correct form of the test is utility based not

cost based.

Specifically, this paper makes and examines the following points. (i) In

an economic environment beset with uncertainty where ex ante policy choices

are required of incumbents, one must carefully derive ex post inferences con

cerning those policy choices. For example, observing price below marginal
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cost (or average variable cost) might not signal predatory intent. (ii) A

risk-neutral firm will pursue policies which maximize expected profits, but

this need not imply a stationary setting that, for example, price will

usually equal marginal cost. In a stationary setting the policy choices of

a non-predatory, risk-neutral firm will (asymptotically) on (arithmetic)

average lead to ex post observations of maximized profits (under viability

of rivals). (iii) In general, the above will not be true for observations

with respect to non-predatory choices of non-neutral firms. As is well

known the optimal (non-predatory) policy choice of a non-neutral firm will

diverge from the expected (non-pr;edatory) profit m~xtmizjng policy choice,

to the extent the firm faces a trade off between expected profits and

risk levels.~ We deal here primarily with behavioral aspects associated with

risk aversion since empirically it appears to be the norm. (iv) The nature

of policies which reduce risk is fairly complex and case specific, so that

where uncertainty is present, the burden on the fact finder in establishing

intent is increased substantially. (v) The issues surrounding establishment

of predatory intent using a utility basis are at least theoretically trans

parent, and useful practical prescriptions can be derived from our model.

This note proceeds as follows. Section II further discusses points

(i) thru (iv) and makes use of examples to illuminate these issues. Section.

III proposes the correct rule to establish predatory intent under uncertainty

and discusses how such a rule might be implemented. An appendix contains

some details.

Secti on I I

The general problem with which we are concerned invol yes a fi Yil1 in an

uncertain enviro·nment vvhich must choose one or more ex ante controls in the
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sense of Leland. 2 Accepting the axioms of expected utility theory, the

choice problem of the firm is to maximize his von Neumann-Norgenstern utility

function, U(n), which is a function of random profits, with respect to the

ex ante controls. In general, whenever the ex ante controls impact the

distribution of profit, and the firm is a non-risk-neutral~ the optimal

control set differs from that which maximizes expected profits. He consider

several examples 9f such a problem which highlight our concerns.

Consider the traditional dominant firm price leadership model, where

for pri ce, p s (0, p] , market demand is X(p) where XI (p) < 0 and 2X' (p) +

pX/I(p) < O. ~le introduce uncertainty into this mpdel in the aggregate frinqe1s

supply curve, Xf ( .). In particular, let

(1 )

where s 2. 0 is random, wiith s ;..' ·dG( s) = 9 ( s), E [s] = 1, and V [s] = cl. 3

, Xf(p) is assumed to have the properties Xf(p), Xf
l (p), and 2Xf ' (p) + pXfll(p)

>0 for p £: (PO' (0) where Po <p"; Xf(p) = 0 for p ~Po; and Xfi(PO) = O.

This last assumption facilitates analysis since it renders a continuously

differentiable residual marginal revenue function, i.e. avoids the kink in

the standard analysis, and compromises results only in that at some points

strict inequalities would become nonstrict. 4

By assumption the nature of the uncertainty re'qui res that the dominant

firm must choose a price before realization of £:, and then satisfy residual

demand~ D{p, £:). We have

for 0 2. E 2. ~~t~) , and

for X(p) < s
Xf{p)

(2 )
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If at the optimal price choice there is any possibility the fringe wi1l

completely supply (or over-supply) the market~ residual demand is zero, so

that the lower branch of D(p, s) in (2) can be relevant.

Define the deterministic analog to this problem to be the situation

where s = 1 with certainty. Let us assume g(s) is single peaked and symmetric~

implying the median of s equals the mean, so that the deterministic analog

not only has the property that fringe output is the expected output under
. 5

the uncertain case but also the output we would most frequently observe.

Letting C(-) be the total cost of the dominant firm (with the usual properties)

we find the optimal price choice under the deterministic: anaJog, Pd' in

(3)

where numerical subscripts refer to respective .partials.

Consider now the problem of the risk-neutral dominant firm with constant

average cost, c. The manager solves

X(p)/Xf(p)
MAX Een) = ~1AX I {(p-c)(X(p) - Xf(p)s)} g(s) ds

p P 0
(4 )

It is not hard to show that the associated first order condition can be written

, (5)

where PN is the maximi zer. Now, if at Pd' there is no probabi 1i ty that s >

X(Pd)
X (p ) then the right hand side of (5) vanishes and PN = Pd" This is an example
fd

of the kind of case where Uuncertainty does not matter lf in the sense that optimal
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choices are unchanged by the introduction of uncertainty. Of course, if we were

to view the dominant firm1s price choice ex post it would "appear ll optimal only

in the instances \",here the realization of E: happened to be 1. In any other

instances, the choice would not lIappearll optimal and would violate the principle

of the cost based tests for predatory intent, though in this case the AT test

would never be violated. This illustrates point (i).

,Consider the situations where X(Pd) < 2Xf (Pd) so that under our assump

tions regarding the distribution of E: it is possible that at Pd the realization

of residual demand will be zero. Here we find PN > Pd. This follows since

the right hand side of (5) musf be positive and our assumptions regarding X(p)
....~

and Xf(p) insure the left hand side is an increasing function in p. (These

are left to the reader to show.) This case illustrates point (ii). Here an

observer would find that ex post the price choice would differ on average (i.e.

would error on one side more often) from that price which equates realized

residual marginal revenue to marginal cost. An outside observer might mistakenly

infer the dominant firm is not learning {rom previous mistakes or is "up to

something. II The truth of the matter is, of course ,that the policy does maxi

mi ze expected profits; if the observer ca1cul ates profits ex post no pol i cy

will be (asymptotically) superior on (arithmetic) average. ~'1e can explain the

seemi ng paradox by the lower bound of zero on the dominant fi rm I s profi ts. 6

Now consider the choice problem of the risk averse dominant firm. He

solves

t1AX E[U ( IT(P) ) ]
P

and the first order condition can be written (see, for example, Blair)

(6 )
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(7)

where PA i:s the opttmal prtce choice 1 We can si,gn the right hand side of (7)

as follows. By the assumption of risk aversion ulI(rr) < 0 always, and VJe find

easily that ~~ ~ 0, with strict inequality for some values of E. It is straight

forward to show <HI; (pl. < 0, also with strict inequality for some values of E.
E -

Combining these results we have that the covariance term in (7) is positive.

Since lit (IT) > 0 always, its expectation is positive so the right hand side

of (7) is negative. Finally, we find that Irl(p) < 0 with strict inequality for

some values, so that' the expectation of IT' (p) is decreasjng~n p. The implication

is that the price choice under risk aversion is less than under risk neutrality,

i.e. PA'< PN· This follows since E[IT' (PN)] = 0 ~stablishes .PN~

This case illustrates point (iii), Now, in a stationary setting, PA would

not have the property of being the single price choice which would (asymptotically)

maximize the (arithmetic) average of the profit realizations. Put differently

we could find price choices which would on average yield higher ex post profits.

Indeed this price choice then violates the principle of the cost based rules,

though again not in this case the AT rule. 7 Of course, the dominant firm is

simply trading off some expected profits for risk reduction; a lower price reduces

the variability of random profits. One can conceive of the following scenario.

An equilibrium is disrupted by the entry of one or more new fringe members, which

shifts out the expectation of the fringe supply, but also increases the variance.

The dominant firm then cuts price substantially, not only in reaction to the

new members but also in reaction to the increased variability of fringe supply.

Conceivably this price cut might drive one or more of the marginal fringe members

out of the industry, and a predatory pricing suit might be instigated against

the dam; nant fi rm \t/ho is innocent of predatory intent.
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In the context of a single product firm, what may serve to best make

our point, would be to show a case where ex post we observe price less than

marginal cost. If we wish to extend the model we have thus far employed to

do this, we must recall that we have assumed quantity to be an ex post control

of the dominant firm. The implication of this assumption is that the non-

predatory firm need never choose a quantity so that marginal cost exceeds the

posted price. On~ way to generate the result is to assume goodwill on the

part of the dominant firm in that he commits himself to a policy of satisfying

all residual demand at his posted price even if this requires the taking of

losses on the marginal units. Alternatively one could assume simply that

quantity is an ex ante control and price adjusts to clear the market, but

this would entail a different conception of a dominant firm. Here we discuss

the former.

The details of this case where the dominant firm's cost is a quadratic

are presented in Part I of the Appendix. Here we only indicate the results.

The effect on the p.rice choi ce of the ri sk neutral domi nant fi rm of the

combination of increasing marginal cost and goodwill is to reduce the optimal

price choice below the deterministic analo~'s price. 8 The optimal price

choice~ p*, can be such that

C'(X(p*) - MIN Xf(P*}s) > p* •
S

(8)

That is,when residual demand is at its maximum, marginal cost exceeds price.

Thus, the I pure form I of the AT rule can be violated. 9

One can extend our dominant firm pricing model quite easily to a multi-

product setting to show how more complex cost based rules can go astray. Let

the dominant firm now produce another product X2 with cross elastic demand

with the original product (subscripted by 1). Let the dominant firm be the
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only producer of X2 and suppose market demands are certain and given by Xl(p" P2)

and X2(Pl' P2). As before the dominant firm1s behavior in market 1 is constrained

by a competitive fringe and their supply is Xf(Pl)s with the same properties.

For simplicity we consider the case where the dominant firm has constant average

cost of production in each market, equal to c i (i=l, 2). Then random profits

of the dominant fi rm are

(9)

where we assume, for simp1i ci ty, that over the relevant doma in of II, there is

no probability the fringe will c9mpletely supply t[1e~aYlket /or Xl. Assuming
, '. f

II is concave (see the Appendix) the solution (p,*, P2*) to the following

system the!} constitutes the optimal prices under the deterministic analog

and under risk neutrality.
aX2

(P2*-c2) 3P1 (Pl *, P2 *)

= cl ax
~~ (Pl *, P2*) - Xf ' (Pl *)

aXl
X
2

(Pl*' P2*) (Pl*-cl *) dp2 (Pl*' pz*)
P2* + ax = c2- -----:a'7;x-2------~

~~ (p1*, P2*) ~2 (p1*, P2*)

(10.1)

(10.2)

Of course, the second terms on the right hand side of (10.1) and (10.2) account

for the cross elasticity effects. For example, if Xl and X2 are substitutes,. these

terms represent the marginal cost of increasing output associated with the lost

sales of the other product.

Now consider the problem if the dominant firm is risk averse. The optimal

price vector then satisfies the system
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and

(11.1)

dII( P1 A' P2A)

dP2
= 0 (11 ;2)

In Part II of the· Appendix it is shown that P1A < Pl*. The optimal price vector

choice [P1A' P2A] does not have the property that (asymptotically) the arith-

metic average of expost profits will be maximized. Then this price vector violates

the spi ri t of the OvJ approach to "defi ning predato~y "behavi or for mul ti product

firms.'O Moreover~ since the price chosen by the risk averter is lower than the

expected profit maximizing choice, this example is of the class where predatory

suits are likely, since marginal competitors might be driven from the market.

A scenario to consider is where the dominant finn develops X2 , a substitute

for Xl' and in introducing it lowers the price of the latter.

~4e close this section with a discussion of two points. The examples we

have presented have in common two characteri sti cs t For one, the ex ante con-

trol of the firm has been price or a price vector. Like the concept of predation

(and should be rules to identify it), our points concerning uncertainty apply

to other policy instruments. OH describe how R&D investments should enter into

cost based tests of predation. ~~e have developed models where risk aversion

'leads to Hexcessive" R&D outlays, i.e. outlays which exceed the expected profit

maxi·mizing outlay. Other instruments which should be considered include

capital expenditures, marketing expenditures, and advertisinq outlays. The

second common strain of our examples is that risk aversion has led to behavior

which can sti.mulate predatory suits., in particular, in all our examples risk

aversion leads to a lowering or price. One cannot, however~ infer that risk
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aversion generally leads to choices which damage competitors. The effect

of risk aversion is, unfortunately, highly case specific. For example, we

have developed a model with capacity choice as ex ante control under uncer-

tain demand, where risk aversion induces less investment in capacity than

under risk neutrality, implying a lower probability of the observation of

excess capac i ty in t he former case. We say more regardi ng th is general

iss ue be low.

Section ,III

He consider this note an extension of the work of AT and 0\4, not a criticism.

vJe agree with the principle of ~OVI that predatory .intent 'must be associ ated

with non-optimal choice under rivals' viability. Here we propose a necessary

condition for the identification of predatory intent which .al1ows for un~ertainty.

The general problem of a firm in its choice of an exante control I is to

MAX E[U (w + IT( I) ) ] (12 )
I

where w is the firm1s initial equity and II random profits. (At this point it

is useful to identify random variables with a' ..... '.) Following Pratt we implicitly

define the risk premium, e in

EIU(w + fi{I))] ~ U(w + E(fi)- e) (13)

.....
where e is a function of w, and depends on the distribution of IT and thus I.

e has the interpretation as the amount the decision maker would pay to receive

the expected value of random profits with certainty as opposed to taking the

risk.
ll

Following Pratt, using a Taylor expansion we find

e = ~ 0~ r(w + E(rr)) + O(0~) (14 )
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where r(Z) =- ~~' fB is Pratt's measure of ri sk averseness, CY~ is the vari ance

of profits~ and O(0~) is a sum of terms of smaller order than 0~, in particular

a linear combination of central moments greater than two.

If we are willing to make the assumptions that r is constant, i.e. of

constant absolute risk aversion~ and that central moments greater than two are

small, then the first order condition associated with (12) can be written

E[~~~ (15 )

In words (15) i ndi cates th at for opt i rna1i ty, I ought to be expanded unti 1 the

expected incremental profit increase (decrease) equals the marginal valuation

of the associated increase (decrease) in risk. If~ for example, I is R&D

investment, and increased R&D investment leads to a decreased vari ance in

profits, then the risk averter optimally expands its R&D outlays beyond where

expected profits are maximized, namely to the point where the marginal loss

in expected profits is just compensated for by the valuation of the risk

reducti on.

A violation of (15) constitutes a necessary condition for predatory

behavior where IT is taken to be random profi ts under the ass umed vi abi 1i ty

of rivals. We advocate an amending of the OW approach, by requiring of

predation than ~ firm pursues ~ poiicy choice which sacrifices utility

ca1cula ted uncle r the presumed vi abi 1i ty of its ri va1s .

.n..s C'.ny reader is Ide11 a\'Ia re, impl ementat1 on of the modifi'ed rul e requi res

substantial infonnation. To become fully informed, a fact finder would need

to (i) ascertain the ex ante perceptions of uncertainty of the firm~ (ii) under

stand how the policy instruments in question are perceived to affect uncertainty,

and (iii) ascertain the firm's valuation of risk reduction. Of course, com

plete knowledge is not always necessary for correct evaluations. For example,
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if a defendant claims a price reduction was motivated out of an attempt to

mitigate risk~ but there is no logical cQnnection between price and risk,

the claim is probably false. The logical order for the fact finder to proceed

i.n gathering informatton ts- as the tnformation types are listed. If there is

no reason to believe uncertainty ts important in the policy choice in question,

the fact finder need go no further~ One important set of cases waul d be when

the controls' in ques t ion need not be chosen before res-o1ution of the uncertainty.

(See the caveat in supra note 2 on this.)

Understanding the relationship between a policy instrument and risk requires

a case by case approach. vJe have no general presqrip~iqns here but view,this

step as the least problematic~

If the problem goes beyond the latter stage, an estimate of the firm's

valuation of risk reduction is needed. Issues regarding the nature of owner

ship and firm portfolio diversification arise here. Such considerations are

beyond the scope of this note. Implicitly our analysis has focused on the

case of a privately owned firm engaged in a single risky activity. In this

case, insurance markets can be useful in estimating a firm's valuation of

. k d t· 12 I h· f . . t . ht drlS re uc 10n. n sum, te ln ormatlon requl remen s are welg y an more

research is required to develop standards which can be readily implemented

by the courts.
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Appendix

Part I

In the fi rst part of thi s appendi x we ana lyze the behavi or of a ri sk-

neutral dominant firm with quadratic costs. It is shown that if the

dominant firm must satisfy all residual demand at its posted price~ it is

possible that marginal cost will exceed price. This behavior can be

rationalized by the existence of goodwill.

Let

b 2C(Xl ) = aXl +f Xl (A.l )

where Xl is the dominant finn1s output and a~b > O. Then the choice problem

of the dominant firm under the deterministic analog to the uncertain problem

is

MAX P(X(p) - Xf (P)) - C(X (p)- Xf (P) )
P

with fi rst order conditi on:

D(Pd*,l)
P * + ... = a + b D(··P.d*' 1). d . dD (P(j*, l)

dPd

(A.2)

(A.3)

Under uncertainty the choice problem of the risk-neutral dominant firm is

If at the optimal solution there is probability zero that the fringe supplies

the enti re market then the fi rst order condi ti on may be wri tten



D(pd**' l}
D(Pd**' 1) . - a + bD(Pd**' 1)

8Pd

bX (p **)X '(p **)02
f d f· d

+ 8D(p ** 1). d '

14

(A.5)

Noting that the last term on the right hand side of (A.5) is negative by

comparison of (A.3) and (A.5) we find that Pd** < Pd*' This result is due

to the interaction of the multiplicative error term and the existence of

increasing marginal cost. At a fixed price, under increasing marginal cost

the dominant firm1s profits are concave in s. For a single peaked symmetric

distribution of s (as we have assumed) the expectation of random profits

is decreas i ng in the va ri ance (in thi s case). Lowerl ng ~pri ce lowers the··

variance in residual demand due to the multiplicative random component of

residual demand. Thus an expecfed profit maximizer chooses a price belo\;V

Pd*. (A lImedian profit maximizerll would choose Pd*~)

The easi est way to show there is a probabi 1i ty of observing marginal

cost in excess of price is with an example. Let the dominant firm1s marginal

cost be given by ~1Cl = Xl' market demand by X = 100 - .lp, and fringe supply

by Xf = p. Let s take on the three values .5,1, and 1.5 with respective

probabilities .3, .4, and .3. We find Pd** ~ 60.87 and X(Pd**) ~ 93.91. In

the situations where s = .5, residual demand is approximately 63.48 which

equals the marginal cost of the dominant firm. Thus 30 percent of the time

we would expect to observe dominant firm production where marginal cost exceeds

price.

Part II

In this part of this appendix we show how (11. f) is evaluated and

demonstrate tha~ P1A < p,*.We assume the sufficiency conditions for strict

concavity of rr(Pl' P2) as defined in (9) with E: = 1 are met, namely that
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TI'l' TI22 < 0 and TI"TI22 - rri2 > O. Should the price vector and distribution

of E: be such that it is possible for the fringe to supply the entire Xl market:'

then in these cases (referred to as fringe dominance) the profits of the

UII dTI ;( 0, with
dE:" l

Also·. d. TI < 0 again
ap1 dE: ""'"

These results imply thewith equality only in the case of fringe dominanc~.

dominant firm are given by the second term on the right hand side of (9).

dlPConsider the right hand side of (1'.1). We have as- =

strict equality only in the case of fringe dominance.

covariance term in (11.1) is negative, and since U' > 0 always, the right

hand s ide 0 f (11 •1) i s posi t j vee

Now we show p,* > P1A by "contradiction. Asspme the converse. From

TI2 (p" P2) = 0, find the function P2= P2(P,). Then using (10.1) and" (11.1)

and the ab9ve results we have TIl (P1*' P2(P,*)) =0 and TI,(P1A' P2(P1A)) > O.

Then it must be that somewhere in the interval [P1A' Pl*l th~t ~:~ > O. We

have ~TIpll = JIll + IT12P2 I (Pl )= JIll + JI12 (- ~12 = TIll IT22 ~ IT12 • The
22 22

positivity of this contradicts the concavity conditions, so that P,* > P1A.
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Footnotes

1. That profi t sacri fi ce under the assumpt i on of ri vals''! vi abi fi ty is

necessary for predatory intent is a point made by Ordover and \4i11i9.

It is clear that this condition is necessary for the policy choice to

be noninnocent. Scheffman critisized Ordover and Will ig (we think

incorrectly) for not being explicit regarding what it meant by rivals'

viability. Rivals 1 viability is meant to be synonymous with costless

reentry. Thus an optimizing incumbent can not engage in predatory

behavior unless there are reentry barriers. Ordover and t'Jillig point
l-. _...;.. ,;.

out that the exi stence of reentry barri ers is 'another necessary condi ti on

for predatory behavior.

2. If a firm commits itself to a policy before the resolution of an uncertain

event, and it need not have constrained itself at that early date, this

behavior may in itself constitute predatory intent. If it can be shovvn

therei s no other potential gain (l ike providing consumers information)

from premature precommitment, predation is indicated.

3. For a fuller exposition of the dominant finn price leadership model with

uncertainty in fringe supply see Blair and Romano.

4. See Blair and Romano for exposition of this point.

5. We are being somewhat informal for a continuous s, but the point is clear.

6. See Blair and Romano for a fuller exposition of this point.

7. Though O~I do not establish a specific test for a single product firm, their

ideal would compare marginal revenue to marginal cost; here, expected

marginal revenue exceeds marginal cost.

8. We have shown this only for the case where the dominant firm's cost is

quadratic, € enters multiplicatively, and the distrition of s is such that

there is no probabi 1i ty of 0 res i dua1 demand.
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9. Of course, OH would label this behavior as predatory too. No doubt an

example could be constructed where the practical form of the AT rule

fails due to uncertainty. If the loss on the units produced beyond

where price equals marginal cost outweighs the profits (inclusive of

all non-sunk costs) on the other units then there is such a violation.

This could occur at times when expected profits are positive.

10. Whether OW's actual rule for i dent; fyi ngpredatory behavi or waul d be

violated or not depends on the parameters of the problem. This is so

because their rule is a sufficient condition for failure to maximize

profits, so constructed with real informati~n:,cO,nstr~ints in mind.

11. A risk averter can be defined as a decision maker for whom e > O,and

a ri sk. seeker as one for whom e < O.

12. Suppose there is a probability of (l-p) of an accident which results in

damages of an amount A. Insurance may be purchased at a rate below

the actuaria1ly fair rate, in particular let the net return on a premium

of y dollars be Yl~P y, where O<~y<l. The decision maker with initial

wealth wo solves MAX p U(wO ...y) + (1-p)U(wO - A + y~y). Letting y*
y

be the maximizer for a decision maker with constant absolute risk aversion

as defined by Pratt we find r = y*(~ill:rl)
l-p - A
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